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Project Overview

Fewer patch-work blocks are easier to make than those which are uniformly stitched in a computerized, machine 
embroidery program!! Fewer patch-work blocks are more fun to work with than those labeled as “CRAZY”! Trust me, 
you are about to have fun with both machine embroidery and patch-work quilting! 

Before we start stitching the 7-5/8” crazy square block, stitched as an in-the-hoop machine embroidery design (you 
can get the design by clicking here), let’s explore some of the ways this single block can be combined to offer many 
different and unique, larger designs applicable to a variety of projects such as: tote bags, vests, throw pillows, quilts, 
table runners, or welcome banners.

This single pattern, even with the same fabric assigned to the exact same place within the block, provides a wealth 
of combinations simply by rotating the blocks

Add to the equation by 
assigning the same fabric, 
but to different places.

One Basic Block Pattern

Fabrics are assigned to the
same placement for each block

Fabrics rotate assigned 
placement for each block

Single Block Pattern
Same Fabric Selection

Same Block Rotation/Combination

Many Combinations

http://www.sulky.com/fullpanel/uploads/files/cork-pillow-embroidery-design.zip
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Project Overview - continued

Now add many fabrics, whether they are coordinating or contrasting to the mix; and you begin to understand 
the term “infinity”.

Viewing the graphics above, it becomes evident how minor changes can make dramatic changes to visual effects!

Let’s use this crazy machine embroidered patch-work block to make a throw pillow.  And just to add a bit of 
uniqueness to this “crazy mix”, yummy cork fabric has been chosen as one of the shapes, as well as for the 
backing of the throw pillow.

Cork Fabric is relatively new to the home consumer.  It displays the look of cork with a knit backing.  It is strong, 
yet stitches effortlessly and has the feel of a soft, supple leather! For more information about this material, 
including suggestions for successfully machine embroidering on it, please read  
The Sulky Materials Blog.

http://blog.sulky.com/machine-embroidery-series-cork-fabric-free-project/
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Project Supply List

Fabric:
Cork

• 4 pieces each 4-5/8” x 5-1/8”
• 1- 14-5/8” square (pillow back)

Four complimentary cotton fabrics:
• 4 pieces each of:
• Fabric A:  3” x 5-1/8”
• Fabric B:  5-1/2” x 3-5/8”
• Fabric C: 6-1/2” x 5-3/4”
• Fabric D: 6” x 4”

Thread Assortment:
• Sulky® 40 Wt. Rayon

• Sulky® SliverTM Metallic Thread

• Sulky® PolyDecoTM

Supplies:
• Sulky Soft ’n SheerTM Stabilizer

• Sulky KK 2000™ Temporary Spray Adhesive (optional)
• 90/14 Topstitch Needle
• 60” of 3/16” cable cord or pre-covered cording
• 14” pillow form

• Crazy Block Design and Color Chart - click here to download it free.

http://www.sulky.com/catalog/sub/thread/rayon/40wt
http://www.sulky.com/catalog/sub/thread/metallic/sliver/
http://www.sulky.com/catalog/sub/thread/polyester/polydeco/
http://www.sulky.com/catalog/sub/stabilizer/cut-away/softnsheer
http://www.sulky.com/item/sulky-kk2000-temporary-spray-adhesive-42-oz-120g
http://www.sulky.com/fullpanel/uploads/files/cork-pillow-embroidery-design.zip
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Preparation

Pre-wash, dry, and press all cotton fabrics

Plan the layout of the final combined blocks to determine if you want the same fabric placement in each block or 
if you want to vary fabric placements. This may be as simple as hand drawing a facsimile of a block and coloring 
it in. However, if your computer skills allow, in the Paint program of Windows, draw a square and divide it as 
shown.  Once again, it does not have to be exact or to scale, but rather the general likeness. However, it would 
be prudent to mark the order of stitching segments.

Continuing in the paint program, rotate blocks both vertically and horizontally, noticing how larger shapes are 
formed when the same colors are placed adjacent to each other, while new shapes appear if coordinating colors 
are placed side by side (Refer back to graphics in the introduction). If your computer skills allow, take it one step 
further by inserting photos of the actual fabrics into their designated place.
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Preparation - continued

A virtual experiment of mixing/matching fabrics can now be created, 
without actually investing in cost or time spent.
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Instructions

Having stated the importance of pre-planning, please be willing to “go with the flow”.  It is prudent to have a 
preconceived idea, but true creativity emerges when one is willing to “think outside of the box”. The original plan 
may have designated that all blocks face the same direction. However, once the four stitched blocks become 
reality, take the time to experiment by rotating  them and you may find that a more interesting layout unfolds 
before your very eyes!
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Instructions - continued

Stitch Blocks:
Step 1
Secure a piece of Sulky® Soft ’n Sheer™ Stabilizer in a 200mm 
or larger hoop. For the first three color stops, the machine can 
be threaded with Sulky PolyDeco™ Thread, both for top and 
bobbin. Refer to the color chart for thread changes.

Step 2
Stitch the first color directly on the stabilizer. Although the entire 
block does not stitch out, it provides enough information for 
fabric placement.

Step 3
Lightly spray the back of one of the cork pieces with Sulky KK 2000™ Temporary Spray Adhesive and press 
firmly in place, covering its designated area. Allow 1/2” to overlap the left straight edge, 1/4” to overlap the right 
straight edge, and 1/4” extends beyond the lower placement line.
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Instructions - continued

Step 4
Stitch the second color, which anchors the cork fabric in place. Trim the seam 
allowance of the upper cork fabric angles 1/8” from stitching.

Step 5
Place Fabric A on top of the cork with right sides facing each other and lower 
edges matching. Stitch color 3 to seam the two pieces together.
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Instructions - continued

Step 6
Remove the hoop from the machine and turn Fabric A to expose its right side. Gently pull the 
fabric taut and pin close to the inside of the frame to hold.

Step 7
Rethread the machine with desired thread for decorative stitching. Color stops 4,6 and 10 were 
stitched with Sulky 40 wt. Rayon Thread, both top and bobbin. Color stop 8 was stitched with Sulky 
Original Metallic Thread on top, with 40 wt. Sulky Rayon Thread in the bobbin.
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Instructions - continued

Step 8
Repeat Steps 5, 6 and 7 for the remaining Fabrics B, C and D. Excess fabrics can be trimmed after the adjacent 
fabric has been stitched in place.
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Instructions - continued

Step 9
The last color stop is simply a cutting guideline, and can be stitched without changing threads. Please note that 
although a color stop might be programed as part of “an embroidered design”, any stitching can be controlled 
by the “auto start/stop” or by the machine’s foot pedal. It is suggested to use the foot pedal for the final color to 
totally control stitch progression because it may be necessary to stop and remove a pin from the stitching path 
or it might be necessary to smooth a fabric section.

Step 10
Remove the block from the hoop and repeat the entire process for three additional squares. 

Step 11
Each block needs to be square cut leaving a 1/8” seam allowance outside of the final guide line, color stop 11.

First cut:
use stitched square box-color stop 11 - as a reference point

cut 1/8” outside of stitched line

HINT: Use the first cut line to 
square cut the remaining three. 
Stitched box is only a guide.
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Instructions - continued

HINT: Do not place pins in the cork 
fabric. Any hole that is made on the 
unforgiving surface of cork, will remain.

Construct Pillow:
Once the four-square layout is determined, stitch 
the blocks together in the following order using an 
1/4” seam allowance:

Stitch Block A to B

Stitch Block C to D 

Stitch Blocks A/B to C/D

Just a reminder! This is your pillow. You can 
arrange the blocks in whatever order you like best.
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Instructions - continued

Pillow Back:
Embellish the pillow back with decorative machine 
stitches of choice and placement: 

The diagram (right) features decorative stitches 
built-into the Husqvarna-Viking Epic Sewing 
Machine. Placement measurements have been 
indicated. However, feel free to individually 
embellish the pillow backing. The goal is simply to 
embellish the cork-fabric backing in a manner to 
complement the front. 

If covering cording with matching fabric: 

• Cut and stitch together 1-1/4” wide bias strips of fabric to total 60” in length 

• Cover cording and trim to a uniform 1/4” seam allowance

Option: use a pre-made cording
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Instructions - continued

Stitch cording to pillow front:

• Begin along a flat edge, leaving a 1” tail.

• Clip the cording seam allowance when turning corners to allow a 90° turn.

• Stop stitching several inches from the starting point

• Joining the cording begins with knowing the final destination.

• Having started on a flat side, there is room to maneuver:

 » Cut away the cording inside the starting fabric. 

 » Tuck ending piping into starting fabric. Cut ending cord to meet starting cord, but do not overlap. 

• Once cording ends butt, and ending fabric 
is covered with starting fabric, which has its 
end folded to present a finished edge, finish 
stitching cording in place.

• With right-sides together, stitch the front and 
back pillow panels together. Begin 1” to the 
right of a corner, stitch all around the pillow, 
ending 1” to the left of the final corner.

• Turn pillow cover right side out.

• Stuff pillow form into cover and hand-stitch 
opening closed

Remember, this is just one project that can be created by simply going “CRAZY”!! 

Have some serious fun!!




